Abstract-Discussion on the converse theorem in statistical hypothesis testing. Hypothesis testing for two Markov chains is considered. Under the constraint that the first-kind error probability is less than or equal to exp( --T R ), the second-kind error probability is minimized. The geodesic that connects the two Markov chains is defined. By analyzing the geodesic, the power exponents are calculated and then represent in terms of Kullback-Leibler divergence.
INTRODUCTION
In this continuation of our work [8], we investigate simple statistical hypothesis testing for two Markov chains.
Let a finite set R = {O. 1. . . . t t t } be the state space of a Markov chain. Let S be the family of all subsets of R. R" the set of all one-sided infinite sequences whose components are in 11, and S" the product u-algebra of S . If a stationary probability measure on the measurable space (9". S" ) satisfies
for any sequence d" = d , d~. . .~, , , E O", the triple (0. P. t t ) , or simply P is called a finite-state Markov chain. Here, P(i'lij, i. i' E R, is a conditional probability of i' given i , which is called a state transition probability of P , and p ( i ) , i E R, is a probability measure on 12, which is called an initial probability measure. In (l),
P ( d " ) should be written as P([L"])
, where [-. ' "I is the cylinder set, i.e., [&' "I = {d" E 1lxl the ith component of d X is L~. i = 1 : ' . . t i } ; however, we write P ( d " ) for the sake of simplicity.
Simple hypothesis testing for two Markov chains PO (null hypothesis) and Pl (alternative hypothesis) whose state transition probabilities are all positive is considered. Let o ,~ be a randomized test function of the hypothesis testing, i.e., o ,~ is a mapping from R" to the closed interval [O. 11 = {.rlO 5 5 1) . From now on, we assume that the term "test function" is always used as a randomized test function. For a test function o,, , the first-kind error probability C I ( O ? , ) and the second-kind error probability . j ( o v 1 ) are defined as follows:
( 1 1 The most powerful test function under the constraint n (o,) We denote by 5' " the set of probability measures on R x 11 whose two marginal distributions are equal, i.e., c P (
We have P,.> E 3''' for any L" E 12". Let us denote by 3:;' the set of second-order types of ti-sequences, i.e., 3::
It is easily verified that 3:;) is dense in x(2) (see [9] ). 
on R which satisfies C t t C 2 p ( i ) P ( i ' l i ) = p ( i ' ) , i' E R. We have 
For P E x(') and a transition probability matrix Q = Q ( i ' l i ) t , z f E n ,
Here, we borrow a result from the large deviation theory for
Markov chains. For P E A('), the Markov chain with state transition
E R, and p , the stationary probability of P, is stationary ergodic. So, by the Asymptotic Equipartition Property of a stationary ergodic Markov chain, the second-order types of almost all sequences 2 E R" are "close"
to P. Hence, the probability of the set of 2 ' s whose second-order types are "far" from P is small. The following lemma evaluates that small probability.
Lemma 2 (Natarajan [9] ): Let A be a subset of x-(2) and '4" ( # 0 ) be the subset of A of the second-order types of n-sequences. Then for any P E A('), we have
where 71 = min,Enp(i), = min,, ( i ' l i ) and p is the stationary probability measure of P. Particularly, if 4 is a closed set and U,>, A , is dense in A, we have
-E

71
Q E 4
According to Neyman-Pearson's lemma, in order to calculate power exponents, it is sufficient to look at only the second-order type Pdn of 2 . So, it is more significant to consider the geometry of h(') rather than that of 0 " . From the general theory of information geometry
, we use here the notion of the + 1 affine coordinate and the + 1 geodesic.
The t 1 affine coordinate of a point P in A(') denoted by
The + 1 geodesic L connecting two points PO, PI E A(') is defined, in terms of + 1 affine coordinates, by 0;'' = ( I -t)6':' + t6';".
where BO = (e:'), O1 = (O?'), and O f = (6';'') are + 1 affine coordinates of Po, P I , and P t (a point on L), respectively.
By substituting (14) into (lS), we have the following alternative expression of the geodesic equation:
where and Ct = Ct (0).
(18)
By taking the summation of both sides of (16) with respect to i' E 0, we have
2'ER Thus, we see that Cf is a right eigen value of the positive matrix ( P n ( i '~i ) l -t P l ( i '~i ) If the reader is not familiar with the information geometry of the space A('), he may consider (16) as a definition of the geodesic L that connects PO, PI E A(').
LEMMAS
In this section, we provide lemmas on divergence geometry of Let L be the geodesic connecting PO, PI E A('), whose equation
Lemma 3: log c t is a strictly convex function of t, -CO < t < x.
is given by (16). We have the following lemma. Then by (16) and (23), we have
Proof
By taking the expectation of both sides of (24) with respect to Po and PI, we have
a contradiction. Consequently, we have (20).
Lemma4: Let us write
is strictly increasing for t > 0, and strictly decreasing for t < 0; b) C I ( t ) is strictly increasing for t > 1, and strictly decreasing for t < I; c) T ( f ) is strictly increasing for t , -x < t < x.
Proof: First, we show that the following relations hold:
and In fact, from (16) we have
Taking the expectation of the both sides of (29) with respect to
Pf(i. i ' ) , we have
which implies (28). Again, from (16) we have Taking the expectation of the both sides of (31) with respect to
E'/(/, i ' ) , we have
which proves (26) with the aid of (28). Equation (27) is immediately obtained from (26) and (28).
From (26), we have ( d c o ( t ) / d t ) = t ( d L / t l t L )
log<,, which implies a) by Lemma 3. Similarly, by differentiating both sides of (27) and 0 (28), we have b) and c), respectively.
For P E I"), let us define (33)
Particularly, for Pt E L , T ( P f ) is equal to T ( t ) , which was defined in Lemma 4.
The critical condition PO (-.''I ) = A,, PI (-.' ' ? ) of the most powerful test function in Neyman-Pearson's lemma is rewritten as Therefore, we see that it is important to consider sets in 3") of the form { P E x ' " I T ( P ) = r(constant)}.
and PI E A('), we find that T ( t ) is bounded. By the monotonicity of T , there exist limiting values of T ( t ) as f tends to infinity or minus infinity. We write these limiting values by T ( X ) = h i t -,
T i t ) , r ( -x ) = linit--K r ( t ) . We have Since
T ( -X ) 5 T ( t ) 5 T ( X ) .
-x 5 t 5 x.
(35)
Let us write E ( t j 2 { P E P I T ( P ) = T ( t ) } .
(36) -x 5 t 5 x. Here, we have the following lemma. Lemma5:
(38) and hold.
Proof:
Hence, from (39), it can be easily seen that for any s, -x < s < x, 
( P ' ) = c r o ( t 0 ) -a l ( t 1 ) 5 m o ( t l ) -c r l ( t 1 )
holds. Next, we show that the equality of (47) holds for some P E E ( x ) . In fact, according to the compactness of 3'" and the monotonicity of 0 0 and 01, there exists a P, E 3") with
and Then, from (48) and (4Y), we have Px E E ( x). Hence, the equality of (47) holds for the P,. This completes the proof of (43). The other 0
Let us write G o ( t ) e { P E 3 ' 2 ' l T ( P ) 5 r ( t ) } , G l ( t ) 2 { P E
cases are proved in the same way.
-(2) 3 I T ( P ) 2 T ( t ) } , for t , -x 5 t 5 x. 
= Po{d"IPun E G i ( t 2 ) ) .
Notice that t 2 > 0 implies PO @ G l ( t 2 ) . Thus, by Lemmas 2 and 7, for any F with 0 < E < D( Pt* lipo) -D ( Ptg lipo) and n ' s sufficiently large, we have by (59),
Proof:
We prove only (50). The other cases are proved similarly.
We claim 1 n which together with (41) 
P such that for every Q E I ' II A(", 
By the assumption of the lemma and Q E G l ( t ) -E ( t ) , we have 
T ( P o ) < T ( t ) and T ( Q )
>
V. CONVERSE THEOREM I
In the case r > D(P1 PO), we calculate the power exponent limn-- (55). We see that the
is divided into two separate cases, i.e.,
Although in the former case (and also in Theorem l), the randomization of a test is not significant, in the latter case the randomization is essential to guarantee the finiteness of the power exponent. Let us denote by p 2 ( r ) the power exponent in the case 
VI. CONVERSE THEOREM I1
If r > (~~(cm), as previously mentioned, the randomization of a test guarantees the finiteness of the power exponent. Here, we provide a slightly weak form of converse theorem. Let p 3 ( r ) be the superior limit of the error exponent, i.e., 
In order to prove the theorem, we first provide a lemma.
Lemma8: For any P E I"), we have r ( -x j 5 T ( P ) 5 r i x ) .
(65)
Proof: For P E I('), let us define a function E ( t j by
< ( t )
= D(Pl(P, j. --x < t < x.
We have, by (28), !!w = r ( t j -T ( P j (67) rlt and Hence, by Lemma 3, < ( t j is a convex function of t. -x < t < x .
From (14) and (15) 
with By Lemma 8, we see that the set { L " I T ( P~~~ ) > r ( x ) } is empty.
Hence, we have n (az ) = c x p ( -r t t ). Since -ilogfi, { L'' I T ( PL,l j = r(x)} converges to n o ( x ) (< r ) by Lemma 6 , we have 0 < 6 < 1 for sufficiently large T I ' S . Therefore, for the most powerful test function o:!, we have which implies p,( I' j 5 r -T ( x) by Lemmas 2 and 6
